
Partnering with New Communities Best Practices
Idaho Arts Commission - Teaching Artists

Julie’s group:

● Get background information if you can before going in
● Survey at the beginning - use questionnaires and open discussions to get some

foundation to start from
● Seek training - especially with age groups you don’t have experience with
● Look for ways to help folks “buy in”; recognize that that may not have been an issue for

you in the art form, but may be for others.  Creating interest is its own goal sometimes!
● Think of yourself as an ambassador for your work: the artform, the culture behind it, etc.

You may need to educate folks about these things
● Use open-ended questions.  Let people speak.  Look for opportunities to listen.
● Sometimes as a teacher, you are a link between two communities.  This might be the

“arts world” and the community you’re entering
○ Recognize that even the arts world can be its own bubble, uses its own

language, words and jargon other people don’t know.  Each artform has its own.
Find ways to welcome others into that

● Ask for tutoring instead of assuming
● Sometimes the info you’re given from leadership is not actually accurate about the folks

you will be working with
● Be ready to do day to day adjustments.  Have flexibility!
● Offer different options for those who need extra help, or are more advanced etc.
● Pair stronger folks with those who may be less strong, or those with experience with

those who don’t
● Groups have their own dynamics before you arrive.  A favorite teacher, staff member,

caregiver, popular student, or even a student who is just enthusiastic about the work
can really change the tone of the group.  Once you’re in the room, recognize who that
person may be and use them to bring in other people

● Acknowledgement is a great way to build allyship - just acknowledging the fear, anxiety,
the “bad feelings” that may come up builds trust.

Clark’s group:
● You can initiate your desire to become a part of a community; make an offering and

then adjust what/where/when/how you go into that community according to the
response you get



● Be patient and flexible - Covid changes things!
● Find someone who matches the life circumstances of your potential participants to help

you understand how to tailor your marketing, recruitment, programming logistics, etc
● Find someone established in the community to back your programming
● Watch out for condescension/being patronizing; be sure you assume your potential

participants’ intelligence/capabilities
● Adjust to what’s happening in front of you, be willing to adjust how your curriculum is

supposed to go
● Identify what need you’re fulfilling, what desires brought the programming to this

community, and be really intentional about meeting those needs/desires
● Have one-on-one conversations with students about what they specifically want to get

out of the experience
● Be careful about entering the community with content/material that could

overwhelm/turn off your students or the staff.  Know your audience and what will help
them to buy in to what you’re offering before getting too hardcore into your art form
and/or your personal aesthetics

Rhynna’s group:
● Offer better technology training for students to be able to be online, especially for older

adult participants who might not have as much experience online.  Look for better
access to wifi, especially for rural areas and low income

● Be ready to adapt your class to students that might not have access to all the
equipment needed for artform

● Provide access to equipment by students even after class has finished (i.e. cameras) for
students to be able to continue developing their artform.

● Ask students what they want to learn
● Create strong relationships with staff in organizations where you will be teaching for

better support
● Be flexible and modify curriculum as you go along to better serve the community you

are in
● Develop trust with the community you are serving. Get to know them. Who are they?

Get information on them to have a more constructive assessment. Get to know their
interests.

Lynda’s group:
● Partner with others to spread and share your artform and practice. Apprenticeships

allow others to more easily enter new communities and build connections
● Connect to the staff, the students, and the larger community by actively listening, and

hearing and acting on that information and insight
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● Notice as one door opens – it leads to more opportunities for teaching and learning
● Find out and understand who your participants are – from students to staff.  Empathy

and understanding of their experience will connect you with and to them
● Find and identify cultural connections for yourself and the students to one another
● Facilitate rather than direct
● Allow the group to find its own pace as you guide it. Flexibility is essential in program

development
● Investigate and discover the interests of the participants and why they are with you.

What do they want to learn, what do they wish to know, and then what else can you
provide them along the way?

● Keep a schedule and be dependable
● Find a way to include each participant no matter their experience – build success into

each level of skill building as you create a learning environment and community

Maura’s group:
● If moving into a new community from out of state - ask colleagues in your discipline

about the community, exchange work as artists
● Ask host organizations “what do I need to know about this community?”
● Adjust week by week to the group - debrief/reflect with hosts after each session and be

ready to adjust your curriculum
○ Understand that there is always some attrition with older adults students and

that you will have to adjust each session to who is in the room
● Visit ahead of time to check the facilities and the vibe.  Meet the custodian!
● Be sure to learn the language/culture of the group?
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